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We present a general method to optimize the evaluation of Feynman diagrammatic expansions,
which requires the automated symbolic assignment of momentum/energy conserving variables to
each diagram. With this symbolic representation, we utilize the pole structure of each diagram to
automatically sort the Feynman diagrams into groups that are likely to contain nearly equal or nearly
cancelling diagrams, and we show that for some systems this cancellation is exact. This allows for
a potentially massive cancellation during the numerical integration of internal momenta variables,
leading to an optimal suppression of the ‘sign problem’ and hence reducing the computational cost.
Although we define these groups using a frequency space representation, the equality or cancellation
of diagrams within the group remains valid in other representations such as imaginary time used
in standard diagrammatic Monte Carlo. As an application of the approach we apply this method,
combined with algorithmic Matsubara integration (AMI) [Phys. Rev. B 99, 035120 (2019)] and
Monte Carlo methods, to the Hubbard model self-energy expansion on a 2D square lattice up to
sixth order which we evaluate and compare with existing benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most challenging problems in condensed
matter physics is correctly evaluating electronic interac-
tions for free particle or lattice systems with many elec-
trons. This problem is of course a subset of a more
general problem, that of fermionic particles interacting
through bosonic exchange. In one sense, this problem
is addressed by many-body perturbation theory using
the formalism of Feynman diagrammatics, which allows
one to construct in an intuitive manner the contribu-
tions at each order in perturbation theory.1–3 In prac-
tice, however, it is extraordinarily difficult to handle more
than just the lowest order diagrams due to the factorial
increase4 in the number of diagrams at each order, and
this is further exacerbated by the high dimensional inte-
grals that must be performed in order to evaluate each
Feynman diagram.
Diagrammatic Monte Carlo (DiagMC) provides a pow-
erful tool to numerically evaluate such diagrammatic
expansions.5–9 However, there is in general a Monte Carlo
sign problem10,11 with multiple origins. The first, warmly
referred to as the ‘sign blessing’,12 is the huge cancel-
lation that must exist between different Feynman dia-
grams at each order in order for the series to converge.
The second sign problem occurs during the integration
of each individual diagram, since the integrand in fre-
quency space does not have a definite sign. One can
devise methods to mitigate the second problem, but the
first, the cancellation between topologically distinct di-
agrams, is disastrous to standard DiagMC. Recently, a
number of proposals to address this have surfaced, such
as grouping diagrams based on some criterion with the
hope of cancellation,13 or reconstructing the expansion in
the form of a determinant.9,14,15 These methods rely on
the Matsubara formalism in that final results are eval-
uated for Matsubara (imaginary) frequencies (iνn) or
imaginary times (τ) and not on the real frequency axis.
This has excellent utility for thermodynamic properties
where the temporal degree of freedom is integrated, but
is problematic for direct frequency dependent observables
such as the density of states since the analytic continua-
tion from iνn → ν + i0+ cannot be uniquely performed
for numerical data and requires the ill-posed inversion via
methods such as maximum entropy inversion.16,17 Per-
forming such procedures ultimately dominates the un-
certainty in the result and undermines any attempt at
precision numerics.18 Worse still is the compression of
Matsubara frequencies in the T → 0 limit where numeri-
cal Monte Carlo methods become effectively non-ergodic
leading to poor convergence.
The entirety of this problem can be sidestepped by
simply following standard many-body theory and eval-
uating the internal Matsubara sums analytically. The
only roadblock to doing so is the complexity of the an-
alytic equations. This roadblock has recently been over-
come by the method of algorithmic Matsubara integra-
tion (AMI)19 that in principle allows for the symbolic
evaluation of the Matsubara sums for arbitrarily com-
plex Feynman diagrams with minimal computational ex-
pense. The analytic result of AMI can be evaluated at
any temperature and the analytic continuation is trivial-
ized since it can be imposed symbolically: iνn → ν+i0+.
What remains is to sample a factorially growing space of
diagram topologies and perform the spatial integrals, a
problem typically reserved for DiagMC. However, since
AMI is formulated on the frequency axis, standard Di-
agMC will suffer a severe sign problem, and cannot be
directly implemented.
In this manuscript we take a new approach to the sign
problem. By considering Feynman diagrams in the Mat-
subara frequency representation we define a general pro-
cedure based on the analytic structure of each integrand
that allows us to identify sets of topologically distinct
Feynman graphs that exactly cancel or are exactly equal
and further to identify other diagrams that can be triv-
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2ially evaluated to be zero. In systems where the cancella-
tion is not exact our method can identify and pair nearly
cancelling diagrams, i.e., we systematically construct op-
timally sign-blessed groups. By pairing such diagrams
during the numeric evaluation of momenta integrals we
guarantee a huge cancellation, which suppresses the sign
problem. Our procedure is general in that it can be ap-
plied to any Feynman diagrammatic expansion with any
interaction. As proof of principle we evaluate the numer-
ical results for a particular perturbative expansion, the
Hubbard model20,21 on a two-dimensional square lattice.
We construct the self-energy perturbative expansion up
to sixth order at and away from half-filling. We then sys-
tematically group diagrams to provide what we believe
to be the optimal set of diagrams to be evaluated using
AMI and Monte Carlo methods and compare low order
results to other numerical methods and benchmarks.
II. METHODS
In this section we outline each step required to group
and evaluate diagrammatic expansions. What we pro-
pose is in fact conceptually simple but notationally com-
plicated and for this reason we take a pedantic approach
and describe in detail how to: generate and store di-
agrams symbolically; automate the evaluation of Mat-
subara sums analytically via AMI; how to systematically
classify diagrams and construct the optimal groups of di-
agrams for a particular problem.
Central to doing this is the pre-generation of dia-
grams and assignment of symbolic momentum conserv-
ing variables, the first step in the standard procedure
for translating Feynman graphs to integrals. This is
not typically done in DiagMC, which instead probes en-
ergy/momentum configurations via the propagation of
worms.22 We will see that how momentum conserving
variables are assigned is not unique, but that each dia-
gram contains fundamental pole structure that cannot be
hidden via some obscure choice of momentum conserving
variables. We therefore base our diagram classification on
these fundamental and physical poles. We will typically
describe the application to the self-energy expansion but
in general the same procedures can easily be extended to
other multileg or bosonic particle expansions.
A. Constructing Diagrams and Integrands
The building blocks of a Feynman diagram are
fermionic (solid) and bosonic (wavy) lines (see Fig-
ure 1). If there is a boson mediated two-body interaction
Vσ,σ′(q) in the system one can represent the interaction
between two fermionic lines as shown in Figure 1, which
additionally contains two factors of α, the bare vertex.
Assuming one knows the free particle dispersion of each
propagator and how they couple (the bare vertex) then
we have all the information required to convert the dia-
k, σ Vσ.σ′(q)
k +
q, σ
k
′ , σ
′
k ′− q, σ ′
G0(iνn,k) D0(iΩm,q)
Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of Left : Fermionic
line, Middle: Interaction line, and Right : Two-body inter-
action between two fermionic lines with spins σ and σ′ for
two-body interaction Vσ,σ′(q). Each line should be assigned
with momentum/energy conserving variables.
gram into an integral. If one can first draw all possible
topologically distinct diagrams up to a given interaction
order (or number of loops) then the problem is essentially
reduced to the evaluation of a set of integrals with known
integrands. While stating this is simple, as already men-
tioned this is extremely challenging primarily due to the
high dimensionality of the integrals.
In order to systematically produce all terms in an
expansion one requires a minimal set of procedures to
change the order and topology of the diagrams. The sim-
plest possible procedures are a set of two order-increasing
processes: to add an interaction line (AIL); and to add
a tadpole (AT) (see Figure 2). Without loss of gen-
erality, in what follows we will consider Vσ,σ′(q) to be
a Coulomb interaction but note that a general bosonic
propagator D0(iΩm,q) can be similarly treated. Fur-
ther, we restrict our discussion to the diagram space
with 2-external legs, with the intent of constructing the
set of self-energy diagrams, the set of one-particle irre-
ducible diagrams - but the procedure remains unchanged
for other diagrammatic series. To generate the series we
start with the lowest order diagrams of order m and by
systematically applying AIL and AT we generate all the
possible diagrams of order m + 1. Double counting of
topologically equivalent graphs is not allowed and one
therefore needs to discard duplicate graphs through ex-
plicit graph-isomorphism comparison. For this, the for-
mal graph representation of diagrams is essential and the
isomorphism checks can be aided by a tree decomposi-
tion of the graph.23 We then store all of the topologically
distinct, non-isomorphic diagrams. We then iterate the
procedure at each order to generate all diagrams in the
expansion up to an arbitrary order.
For each diagram of order m with topology ζm we
follow the Feynman rules to construct a corresponding
mathematical expression. These rules of course are well
known. We emphasize that our goal in this manuscript is
not only to apply those rules, but in fact to automate the
entirety of the process. Therefore, we carefully express
here those rules, to orient the reader:
1. We assign frequency-momenta variables to each line
such that conservation at each vertex is satisfied.
We call a set of such variables for a given diagram
a ‘label’ and store it as an array. This procedure is
outlined in Sec. II C 1 and is not unique; it results
in a number of distinct, but mathematically equiva-
3AT
AIL
Figure 2. Diagrammatic illustration of Top: AIL and Bottom:
AT procedures in generation of the diagrammatic expansion
described in the text. In the AIL one interaction (wavy) line is
added to a current diagram while in the AT a tadpole (simple
fermionic loop with a wavy tail) is added to the diagram.
lent representations of the diagram integrand. Non-
unique labels are an issue that we will discuss in
detail in Sec. II C 1.
2. For a diagram with N solid lines we assign bare
Green’s function Gj0 = 1Xj−j to each solid line j
with j = 1, 2, ..., N , where Xj represents the fre-
quency, and j the energy (see Sec. II B).
3. Each interaction line connecting two solid lines with
spins σ and σ′ should be directed and associated
with Vσ,σ′(q), where q is determined via conserva-
tion rules at each vertex and is not an independent
variable.
4. Each internal Matsubara frequency and momentum
is integrated.
5. The result should be multiplied by
(−1)m+Fζm (2s+1)Fζm
(2pi)ndβn
where m is the order (number
of the interaction lines) of the diagram, Fζm is the
number of fermionic loops in the diagram, s is the
spin, d is the dimensionality of the system, n is the
number of independent frequencies, and β is the
inverse temperature.
6. If the jth solid line closes on itself, i.e., a tadpole
occurs, we insert a convergence factor, eX
j0+ .
These rules are applied to each diagram resulting in
(up to convergence factors) the Feynman integral for
topology ζm at order m in the form
Dζm =
1
(2pi)ndβn
∑
{kn}
∑
{νn}
A(m, s, Fζm)
N∏
j=1
Gj0(j , Xj)×
M∏
m=1
Vσ,σ′ (qm), (1)
where N and M are the number of fermionic (solid) and
bosonic (wavy) lines in the diagram, respectively, Xj is
the frequency, j is the energy of the jth solid line, and
A(m, s, Fζm) = (−1)m+Fζm (2s+ 1)Fζm . Finally, an arbi-
trary diagrammatic expansion, Q, can be written down
as the sum of each distinct diagram at each order
Q(xext) =
∞∑
m=0
∑
ζm
Dζm , (2)
where the sum over ζm is over all unique topologies of
order m. The result only depends on a set of external
parameters, xext, which includes external frequency, ex-
ternal momenta, chemical potential and temperature of
the system.
B. Evaluation of Matsubara Frequency
Summations
Each diagram in the perturbative expansion defined by
Eq. (1) consists of summations over Matsubara frequen-
cies and over momenta within the first Brillouin zone.
We perform the (unbounded) Matsubara sums by using
algorithmic Matsubara integration (AMI) introduced in
Ref. 19. The Matsubara summations of a given Feynman
diagram Dζm are contained in the factor
Iζm =
1
βn
∑
{νn}
N∏
j=1
Gj0(j , Xj) (3)
of Eq. (1). Essentially, AMI is a procedure that evalu-
ates the Matsubara sums by iteratively applying residue
theorem to Eq. (3). We briefly review AMI here.
1. Symbolic Array Representation of the Bare Green’s
Functions
The first step in AMI is to represent the bare Green’s
functions Gj0(j , Xj) in a symbolic array form. We use
the self-energy function as an example, which has one
external frequency and one external momentum.
For a given diagram Dζm with n independent (internal)
Matsubara frequencies we define the frequency of each
line as the linear combination Xj =
∑n+1
`=1 iα
j
`ν`, where
the allowed values for the coefficients αj` are zero, plus
one or minus one. We store these coefficients as an array
of length n, ~αj = (αj1, ..., α
j
n) for the j-th solid line of the
diagram. Similarly the free particle energy is j = (kj),
where kj =
∑n+1
`=1 α
j
`k`. In this notation νn+1 and kn+1
are the external frequency and momenta, respectively.
We will also need to express j in an array form. For a
given diagram, the jth line (out of N total solid lines) has
an energy j , which will be one of r symbolically different
energies e` for ` ≤ r. This allows us to represent each
distinct j as an array with length N , where one entry
takes the value 1 and the rest are zero:
j = e` → ~E` = (δ`,1, δ`,2, ..., δ`,N ), (4)
4where δ`,j is a Kronecker delta. We are now able to
represent each Green’s function, Gj0, as an array with
length N + n:24
Gj0(j , Xj)→ [ ~E`, ~αj ]. (5)
This array representation (5) is equivalent to a full sym-
bolic representation of each bare Green’s function in the
frequency-momenta space.
2. AMI Procedure
Eq. (5) enables us to represent the product of the bare
Green’s functions in Eq. (3) as a nested array of size
N × (N + n):
N∏
j=1
Gj0(j , Xj)→
[
[ ~E`1 , ~α
1]; [ ~E`2 , ~α
2]; ...; [ ~E`N , ~α
N ]
]
.
(6)
To clarify this, we provide in Supplemental Material
the array representation of a particular third order self-
energy diagram as an example.
Starting with the array representation (6) and follow-
ing the AMI procedure19 we construct and store the AMI
result. A typical AMI result contains many terms, which
are represented as nested arrays. Each array contains
two entries. The first entry is energy (momenta) part E,
which is represented by an array ~E which is a linear com-
bination of ~E` arrays defined by Eq. (4). Then the sym-
bolic energy in general is constructed by E =
∑
` E`e`,
where the allowed values for E`, entries of ~E , are zero,
plus one, or minus one. The second entry of the result
is the frequency part, which is a linear combination of
~αj arrays. From the AMI result the full symbolic result
for Matsubara sums (Iζm in Eq. (3)) is obtained. Thus,
for each diagram we have reduced the original problem
of Eq. (1) to a sum over momenta:
Dζm =
1
(2pi)nd
∑
{kn}
Dζm(iνn+1, {kn+1}, β, µ), (7)
where
Dζm = A(m, s, Fζm)Iζm(iνn+1, {kn+1}, β, µ)
M∏
m=1
V (qm).
(8)
In summary, AMI enables us to analytically evaluate the
Matsubara sums of all Feynman diagrams with minimal
computational expense.
C. Classifying Diagrams via Pole Structure
It has been pointed out that in order for the pertur-
bative series to converge,12 there must be a huge can-
cellation between topologically distinct diagrams at each
order. An unguided summation of diagram topologies
therefore encounters a cataclysmic sign problem.14,25,26
We seek to resolve this issue in this and the following
sections where we introduce a systematic approach that
allows us to identify these cancelling diagrams and re-
move them from the series. In addition, we find groups
of equal diagrams, which provides us with a further re-
duction in computational cost.
Our goal is to evaluate Eq. (2) truncated at a cutoff
order mc. However, as we shall see, we do not really need
in general to evaluate all the diagrams in the expansion;
it turns out that some diagrams are individually vanish-
ing. Furthermore, there exist diagrams that are exactly
cancelling or equal. To this end we provide a filtering
process to systematically identify the individually van-
ishing, as well as cancelling and equal diagrams, without
any explicit evaluation of the frequency and momenta
summations in Eq. (1). This allows us to substantially
reduce the diagrammatic space of the problem leading
to a significant reduction in the computational cost. In
addition, since we eliminate the problematic vanishing
and cancelling diagrams we markedly suppress the sign
problem.
There exist many expansions where nearly cancelling
diagrams appear, e.g., Hubbard self-energy diagrams
away from half-filling. In order to manage the sign prob-
lem in these cases, we provide a general prescription in
Sec. III B to carefully treat the nearly cancelling pairs.
1. Labeling Procedure
As mentioned, the label of a Feynman graph is not
unique and we need to carefully consider the role of la-
beling in this challenging problem. It is possible to gen-
erate the set of all labels for each diagram in the expan-
sion from which one would construct the corresponding
mathematical expressions using the Feynman rules. In
the case of self-energy diagrams of order m the number
of independent (internal) Matsubara frequencies n = m,
and the number of internal fermionic lines is N = 2m−1.
Thus, knowing the order of a diagram is sufficient to pro-
vide a complete accounting of possible labels.
In order to generate each label, we first assign the n in-
dependent frequencies to a set of internal fermionic lines.
We then assign dependent frequencies via conservation
of energy at each vertex. If the conservation law at each
vertex is satisfied then a valid label has been found. We
generate all the possible labels by systematically choosing
n independent lines from N possible choices.
Of course the number of energy conserving labels grows
very fast with order, for example, while this number for
the fourth order diagrams is of order 10, it is of order
100 by sixth order diagrams making this process more
difficult with increasing order. Although expensive this
labeling only needs to be performed once. Further, hav-
ing a symbolic representation of the labels provides us
with an opportunity to analytically extract the poles in
5the Matsubara frequency space, which as we shall show,
plays a crucial role in identifying equal and cancelling
diagrams.
2. Diagram Classes
We are interested in identifying sets of diagrams that
are either exactly equal or exactly cancel without per-
forming the Matsubara and momenta sums. To begin,
we propose to classify diagrams according to the pole
structure of their integrands. One may recall that poles
of the Green’s functions have a physical manifestation
as quasiparticles. If two diagrams are to be analytically
equivalent (up to a sign), then they must contain the
same set of non-removable divergences (virtual quasipar-
ticles) in order to produce the same integral result. This
can only be true if the original integrands have the same
pole structure.
We define the pole configuration of a diagram Dζm to
be a set of integers (n1, n2, · · ·, nmax), where ni is the
number of poles with multiplicity i in the Matsubara fre-
quency space and max is the highest possible multiplicity
of poles. Clearly,
∑max
i=1 ni = N , the number of internal
fermionic lines. It is important to note that the pole
configuration does not depend on the choice of label of
a diagram. In this way, we partition the set Sm of di-
agrams of order m into label-independent subsets Cmi
of diagrams with the same pole configuration. We refer
to these subsets as diagram classes. We illustrate this
schematically in the top part of Figure 3.
Since it is not possible for diagrams that belong to
different classes to be equivalent (or cancel) we need only
look within classes for equal or cancelling diagrams.
3. Diagram Subclasses
Now that we have grouped diagrams according to their
pole configuration into classes Cmi , we search for sub-
classes containing equal or cancelling diagrams. To this
end, we now consider the distinct choices of a diagram’s
label, since how one chooses to label a given diagram
might obscure its analytic equality or negation to another
diagram in its class. Thus, we need a stronger condition
in order to establish subclasses. We postulate then a nec-
essary condition in order for two diagrams D1 and D2 to
be equal or cancelling:
• For any chosen label of D1 there must exist a rep-
resentation of D2, where the integrands are equiv-
alent or cancelling.
This simple postulate leads to the logical conclusion
that the total number of labels of D1 and D2 must be
equal, or else the two diagrams cannot be equal or can-
celling in general. With this in mind we suggest a label-
dependent identifier for a given integrand, which can be
constructed by counting the number of poles with respect
Sm
· · ·Cm1 Cm2 Cm3 Cmnc
··· ··· ··· ···· · ·
Cm1,1 C
m
2,1 C
m
3,1
Cm1,2 C
m
3,2C
m
2,2 C
m
nc,2
Cmnc,1
Set of the mth
order diagrams
C
la
ss
es
S
u
b
cl
as
se
s
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of classes and subclasses of
the set Sm of diagrams of order m. Diagrams in a class C
m
i
have the same pole configuration, which are divided into sub-
classes of diagrams with similar characters.
to each internal and external Matsubara frequency, iνi,
xi =
∑N
j=1 |αji |. We then group these numbers into a set
(x1, x2, ..., xn+1), which we then order the first n entries
from highest to lowest as x = (xi, xj , xk, ..., xn+1) where
xi ≥ xj ≥ xk. (as above, we use self-energy diagrams,
with one external frequency and n internal frequencies,
as an example). We call this object, x, the pole-ID for a
given integrand. We now define diagram character to be
the complete set of pole-IDs generated by considering all
possible labels of a diagram. Thus, the diagram character
is label-independent. We can therefore safely divide each
class Cmi into subclasses C
m
i,j of diagrams with the same
diagram character. The bottom part of Figure 3 shows
schematically the division of each class Cmi to subclasses
Cmi,j .
As an example, we show in Figure 4 twelve of the di-
agrams that contribute to the self-energy expansion at
fourth order. These are divided into two classes, C41 and
C42 . Class C
4
1 further divided into three subclasses. One
notes that in each row we observe a pair of diagrams that
are isomorphic when one neglects the direction of the
fermionic lines. We call such (non-isomorphic) diagrams,
‘almost isomorphic’. However, within each subclass there
are also diagrams with wildly different topologies.
Since there can be no equal or cancelling diagrams that
do not belong to the same subclass we need only compare
diagrams belonging to the same subclass. Thus, the di-
agram character acts as a unique barcode or fingerprint
that can be used to quickly group diagrams. When the
number of graphs in a subclass is large, further filtering
can be helpful, which we discuss next.
D. Diagram Filter
Up to now we have only postulated that diagrams be-
longing to the same subclass are likely to be equal or
cancelling. We can identify those diagrams which are
6C41,1 :
C41,2 :
C41,3 :
C42,1 :
Figure 4. Four subclasses of fourth order self-energy dia-
grams. The diagrams in the top panel belong to class C41
with pole configuration (7,0), the diagrams in the bottom
panel belong to class C42 with pole configuration (5,1). Col-
lecting pole-IDs for all possible labels, one finds out that the
diagrams in each row have the same character, i.e., they be-
long to the same subclass. Thus, one takes the diagrams in
each row as candidates to be either equal or cancelling.
equal up to a sign by applying transformations to their
integration variables such that their integrands remain
equivalent. To this end, we introduce a filter, which we
call graph invariant transformations (GIT). GIT identi-
fies vanishing, cancelling and equal diagrams within the
subclasses.
1. Graph Invariant Transformations (GIT)
We begin the GIT procedure by selecting a pair of
diagrams D1 and D2. We then choose one label for each
of D1 and D2 with their integrands stored in the array
representations (described in Sec. II B 2), which we call
L1 and L2. Next we will apply transformations to one
of the labeled integrands and look for equality/negation.
These transformations must be such that they change the
integrand but not the integral over internal parameters.
We identify three important transformation types.
The set of transformations T1 swaps two of the indepen-
dent Matsubara frequencies,
T1 : (iνp,kp)↔ (iνp′ ,kp′). (9)
We note that T1 is equivalent to a relabeling of the dia-
gram that guarantees a new momentum conserving label.
The second transformation T2 flips the sign of one of the
internal fermionic frequencies and corresponding momen-
tum,
T2 : (iνp,kp)→ (−iνp,−kp). (10)
Figure 5. Two topologically distinct third order self-energy
diagrams, which are almost isomorphic. Application of GIT
reveals that they are precisely cancelling at half-filling.
Finally, for many problems there might be another trans-
formation T3 under which the dispersion of (at least) one
of the solid lines changes sign:
T3 : j → −j . (11)
We apply the group of all possible transformations (in-
cluding combinations of T1, T2 and T3) to the integrand
of the diagram, with each result stored as array repre-
sentations. Diagram D1 equals or cancels diagram D2 if
there is a transformation T such that T : L1 = ηL2 with
η = ±1. In practice, our procedure compares T : L1
with L2 after each transformation and stops when such
a transformation is found.
GIT also enables us to identify the vanishing diagrams.
To do so we start by selecting a diagram D with its in-
tegrand represented by the array L. Then we apply GIT
to look for a transformation T such that T : L = −L. If
such a transformation is found the diagram D is trivially
vanishing.
2. Application of GIT
In order to identify vanishing, cancelling, and equal di-
agrams one needs to probe all the possible distinct pairs
within each subclass by GIT. However, some considera-
tions can substantially reduce the number of pairs to be
investigated. First, for systems with particle-hole sym-
metry one can show that almost isomorphic diagrams are
always either cancelling or equal. Therefore, one should
first apply GIT to almost isomorphic diagrams since they
are likely equal or cancelling. We show an example in
Figure 5 for two third order self-energy diagrams that are
almost isomorphic. It is well known that for particle-hole
symmetric systems these will cancel, and indeed applica-
tion of GIT will find an appropriate set of transforma-
tions and return a value of η = −1. However, the same
application to the subclasses of fourth order diagrams in
Figure 4 at half-filling will show that the diagrams are
equal, and return η = 1. Second, because comparison
is label dependent it follows that if the pole-IDs of two
labeled graphs are not equivalent then the GIT can not
show the equality or negation of the graphs for these
specific labels. Thus, it is sufficient to only apply GIT to
pairs of labeled diagrams with equivalent pole-IDs.
In practice, to apply the GIT procedure we first fix
each diagram’s label such that the number of times the
external frequency appears in the label is maximized.
7This will allow us to find most but not all of the equal
and cancelling diagrams. We then compare two diagrams
and cycle through possible labels until we find a match
(equal/cancelling) or exhaust all possible labels - they
are not equal/cancelling.
E. Evaluation of Momenta Summations
The final step in evaluating the diagrams in a per-
turbative expansion is to perform the momenta integra-
tions. Since these are high-dimensional integrals one typ-
ically uses Monte Carlo integration. This will be effi-
cient, if the number of diagrams in the expansion is not
too large. In this approach we sample internal momenta
points uniformly from [−pi, pi]d following standard Monte
Carlo procedure.27 We generate y samples in the internal
momenta space each denoted by {pn}i and approximate
each diagram Dζm by
Dζm ' D(y)ζm =
(2pi)nd
y
y∑
i=1
Dζm(iνn+1, {pn}i,kn+1, µ),
(12)
from which the series expansion of Q is calculated:
Q '
∞∑
m=0
∑
{ζm}
D
(y)
ζm
(iνn+1,kn+1, β.µ). (13)
For problems with a large diagrammatic space the direct
evaluation of all the diagrams may be impractical and
in that case one combines AMI with Metropolis-Hasting
Monte Carlo (MHMC)28 as in standard DiagMC6 to nu-
merically evaluate the momenta sums as well as probing
different topologies in the expansion (2). This approach
is similar to standard DiagMC but with three signifi-
cant differences: First, we work in the Matsubara fre-
quency space, similar to recent works on diagrammatic
dual Fermion method,29,30 rather than imaginary time
space. Second, we generate all the diagrams and their
corresponding mathematical expressions before the MC
simulation instead of producing the diagrams during the
simulation. This, as we shall see, trivializes the detailed
balance equations of a MHMC simulation. Third, since
we analytically compute and store the Matsubara sums
before MC simulation we eliminate the need for probing
internal Matsubara frequencies (or equivalently internal
imaginary times).
To stochastically sample the diagrams we introduce a
set of ergodic update procedures to probe diagram or-
ders, diagram topologies, and internal momenta fixing
all other external variables. For each step of the Monte
Carlo simulation one of the updates is randomly chosen
and the proposed configuration is accepted or rejected ac-
cording to the Metropolis-Hastings scheme. We note that
each diagram is identified by two elementary properties:
order (m) and topology (ζm). We assume that at order
m we have γm different topologies in the expansion (2).
Now we introduce the following updates:
1. Change momenta: The current momenta {kn}c of
the current diagram of order m is changed to a pro-
posed momenta {kn}p where the {kn}p are derived
from the uniform distribution function W (m).
2. Change topology: By this update a diagram topol-
ogy is changed within a specific order, i.e., if the
current diagram is of order m with topology ζcm
another diagram of order m with topology ζpm from
the stored diagrams is proposed.
3. Change order: The current diagram of order mc
and with topology ζcmc is changed to a diagram of
order mp and with topology ζ
p
mp .
Note that the proposed mth order topology is chosen
uniformly from γm possible topologies with probability
1
γm
. Finally, the acceptance probability of these updates
in the Metropolis-Hastings scheme is expressed as
A = Min
[
1,
γmp
γmc
|Dre/im
ζpmp
(iνn+1, {kn+1}p, β, µ)|W (mc)
|Dre/imζcmc (iνn+1, {kn+1}c, β, µ)|W (mp)
]
,
(14)
where |Dre/imζm | is the absolute value of the real/imaginary
part of the Dζm and W (m) = 1/(2pi)
md.
It is typical in MHMC to seek an update criterion that
minimizes computational expense. Unfortunately, here
one has no option but to evaluate the entire AMI in-
tegrand Dζm , which becomes expensive at high orders
making it difficult to generate sufficient statistics.
III. EXAMPLE: SELF-ENERGY FOR THE 2D
SQUARE LATTICE HUBBARD MODEL
As an application of our method, we calculate the
self-energy for the Hubbard model on a two-dimensional
square lattice up to sixth order in perturbation theory.
We consider the nearest neighbor tight binding dispersion
given by (k) = −2t( cos kx + cos ky) − µ where t is the
hopping amplitude and µ is the chemical potential. In
this model, the potential is the momentum-independent
local Hubbard interaction, Vσ,σ′ (q) = Uδσ,−σ′ . The self-
energy is
Σ =
mc∑
m=1
∑
{ζm}
(−1)m+FζmUm
(2pi)2mβm
∑
{km}
∑
{νm}
2m−1∏
j=1
Gj0(j , Xj)
+O(Umc+1), (15)
evaluated to a cutoff order, mc. Here we remind the
reader that a self-energy diagram of order m has 2m− 1
internal fermion lines and m independent frequencies and
momenta.
Since the Hubbard interaction only occurs between
fermionic lines with opposite spins, we construct and
store only those connected one-particle irreducible dia-
grams that satisfy this criterion. The total number of
8Table I. Diagrammatic space reduction by shifting the chem-
ical potential for the Hubbard self-energy expansion up to
sixth order. N
(m)
init : Total number of the mth order Hubbard
self-energy diagrams in the original expansion. N (m): Total
number of the mth order Hubbard self-energy diagrams ne-
glecting all one-legged diagrams applying chemical potential
shift.
m 1 2 3 4 5 6
N
(m)
init 1 2 8 44 296 2312
N (m) 0 1 2 12 70 515
diagrams at each order N
(m)
init is given in the first row of
Table I. We then find all the possible labels (as explained
in Sec. II C 1) for each stored diagram, which enables us
to construct the classes and subclasses of self-energy di-
agrams.
A. Diagrammatic Space Reduction for the
Hubbard Self-Energy
We first note that the contribution of diagrams with
tadpole insertions (one-legged diagrams) can be ne-
glected because they are equivalent to shifting the chem-
ical potential µ → µ − n¯U/2, where n¯ is the number
of electrons per site.31,32 In doing so we in fact rede-
fine chemical potential and self-energy function such that
µ = 0 corresponds to half-filling.33 As shown in Table I
this standard procedure substantially reduces the num-
ber of diagrams from N
(m)
init to N
(m). We then find all
possible labels (as explained in Sec. II C 1) for each di-
agram in order to classify the diagrams into subclasses;
then we apply the GIT procedure within each subclass
to identify vanishing, equal, and cancelling diagrams at
half-filling.
The transformations T1 and T2 are given by (9) and
(10), respectively, and the transformation T3 is a (pi, pi)
shift of internal momentum,
T3 : kp → kp + (pi, pi), (16)
which flips the sign of j at half-filling if it depends on kp.
Since potential U is a constant and the momenta sums
are performed over the first Brillouin zone the expansion
(15) is invariant under any arbitrary combination of these
transformations.
In the third order there are only two diagrams, shown
in Figure 5. These two diagrams belong to the same
subclass and the GIT procedure finds that they can-
cel. In the Supplemental Material, we explicitly present
the transformations which relate these two diagrams.
The twelve fourth order diagrams are categorized in two
classes, which subdivide into a total of four subclasses
containing three diagrams each (see Figure 4). The GIT
procedure reveals that the diagrams within each subclass
are precisely equal in agreement with what has been re-
ported previously.34–36 There are 70 fifth order diagrams
515 sixth order
diagrams
Class C61
390 diagrams
Class C62 Class C
6
3 Class C
6
4
110 diagrams 12 diagrams 3 diagrams
32
subclasses
13
subclasses
2
subclasses
1
subclass
33 groups
of equals
11 groups
of equals
2 groups
of equals
1 group
of equals
GIT GIT GIT GIT
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of constructing groups of
sixth order equal diagrams at half-filling. We deal with 515
diagrams after chemical potential shift at sixth order. We first
categorize the diagrams into classes according to their pole
configurations. Note that C61 , C
6
2 , C
6
3 , and C
6
4 are classes of
diagrams with pole configurations (11, 0, 0), (9, 1, 0), (7, 2, 0),
and (8, 0, 1), respectively. We then construct the correspond-
ing subclasses for each class considering their diagram charac-
ters. Finally, application of GIT within each subclass enables
us to discard all the cancelling terms and find groups of equal
diagrams at half-filling.
divided into 11 subclasses; GIT reveals that all of the
diagrams within each subclass exactly cancel. At sixth
order we have 515 diagrams divided into four classes and
48 subclasses. Applying GIT, we identify 144 cancelling
diagrams at half-filling; the remaining 371 diagrams are
collected into 47 sets of equal diagrams. The details of
the diagrammatic space reduction for sixth order dia-
grams are illustrated in Figure 6. It is important to note
that all precise cancellations found by the GIT procedure
occur at half-filling only.
The diagrammatic space reduction for the Hubbard
self-energy expansion up to sixth order is summarized in
Table II. There are no odd-order diagrams in the reduced
space, since each diagram has a precisely cancelling part-
ner; i.e., at half-filling odd order diagrams do not con-
tribute to the self-energy.37 To calculate the self-energy
at half-filling, one needs to evaluate one diagram from
each group, multiplied by the number of diagrams in each
group. Altogether this represents a huge reduction: at
sixth order we began with 515 diagrams (not including
one-legged diagrams); the GIT procedure reduces this
number to only 47 nonequivalent diagrams.
B. Sampling Nearly Cancelling Diagrams Away
from Half-Filling
In practice all diagrams within each subclass should
be stored in order to evaluate a given quantity away
9Table II. Diagrammatic space reduction of the Hubbard self-
energy up to sixth order at half-filling. In the second row, n
(m)
tot
is the number of subclasses at each order m, and (N (m)) is the
total number of diagrams (not included one-legged diagrams)
at each order m (see Table I). In the last row, N
(m)
r is the
number of groups of equal diagrams at each order m, and
(n
(m)
d ) is the total number of non-cancelling diagrams at each
order m.
m 1 2 3 4 5 6
n
(m)
tot (N
(m)) 0(0) 1(1) 1(1) 4(12) 11(70) 48(515)
N
(m)
r (n
(m)
d ) 0(0) 1(1) 0(0) 4(12) 0(0) 47(371)
from half-filling. Diagrams which cancel at half-filling
will nearly cancel away from half-filling, and the identi-
fication of those nearly cancelling pairs can increase the
efficiency of Monte Carlo integration.
The most straightforward way to evaluate diagrams
away from half-filling is to sample the diagrams in each
subclass as a whole instead of sampling diagrams one-by-
one. However, to use the full power of the GIT in Monte
Carlo integration away from half-filling one should group
each nearly cancelling pair as a single integrand during
the stochastic sampling. If a pair of diagrams D1 and D2
are exactly cancelling at half-filling, we essentially have a
transformation T found by GIT and the necessary array
representations L1 and L2, such that T : L1 → −L2 for
every set of internal variables. One should then evaluate
the pair of diagrams by considering (T : L1) + L2 as a
whole in the Monte Carlo sampling away from half fill-
ing. This optimizes the cancellation between the two di-
agrams. Thus, instead of sampling the nearly cancelling
diagrams one-by-one, we sample them as a pair. This
substantially improves the average sign and the uncer-
tainty due to the huge cancellation.
C. Numerical Results
In this section we provide proof of concept results to
illustrate the applicability of the method to the diffi-
cult problem of the Hubbard interaction. To do this
we will first consider the order-by-order contributions
for a point away from half-filling, both on the Mat-
subara and real frequency axis, in order to discuss the
role of error induced by truncating the series. Subse-
quently we will compare our AMI calculations at half-
filling to results from dynamical cluster approximation
(DCA)21,26,38,39 as well as compare results from AMI on
the real-frequency axis to those obtained via the numer-
ical analytic continuation of DCA data. Finally we will
compare the behavior on the Matsubara axis throughout
the Brillouin zone to numerically exact results.
A central issue in truncated diagrammatic expansions
for Hubbard interactions is that for large enough value
of U/t the truncated series is not convergent.40 To avoid
2 3 4 5 6
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0
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 [a
m
U
m
]/ |a
2U
2 |
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U/t
0
0.1
0.2
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err
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Figure 7. The contribution at each order to ImΣk(iν0) for
U/t = 1 → 4 normalized by the m = 2 contribution. Data
are for parameters βt = 5, µ/t = −1.5 at k = (pi/8, pi).
this there are methods to improve convergence that in
essence re-weight each diagram order without changing
the sum of the entire series.14,41,42 Here, we would like to
avoid any rescaling or resummation and instead we oper-
ate within the range of explicit convergence of the series.
In order to do so, in each case we estimate our trunca-
tion errors (see Supplemental Material for derivation) by
considering the behavior of coefficients at each order. We
can then use this information to evaluate the series for
U/t values such that the truncation error is small.
As a first example, shown in Figure 7, we consider
a case without particle-hole symmetry (i.e., away from
half-filling), which means that all diagrams at each order
(including odd orders) must be included. Ignoring one-
legged diagrams this represents the evaluations of N (m)
diagrams at each order m (the last row of Table I) where
at each order the diagrams are grouped into n
(m)
tot sub-
classes (see Table. II). The coefficients am in the self-
energy expansion Σ =
∑6
m=2 amU
m + O(U7) are evalu-
ated for parameters βt = 5, µ/t = −1.5 at k = (pi/8, pi)
for U/t = 1 to 4. We normalize each plot by the ab-
solute value of the second order term. For U/t ≤ 2 we
see that the 4th, 5th and 6th order contributions are
negligible; however for U/t = 4, these contributions are
comparable to each other in magnitude. These findings
are consistent with the truncation error, plotted in the
inset to Figure 7. The fractional truncation error err(m)
is the error estimate for truncating the series at order
m, shown for m = 4, 5. We see that up to U/t = 2
the truncation error is negligible (err(5) < 1%) while at
U/t = 4 the truncation is ≈ 15% and becomes divergent
slightly above U/t = 4. The fourth order truncation error
err(4) has only minor differences to err(5). This suggests
that at this temperature (βt = 5) and values of U/t as
large as 4, a diagrammatic series might be reasonably
approximated by neglecting terms higher than 5th order.
Actually, it is surprising that, for a wide range of U/t
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Figure 8. Top: Real and imaginary parts of self-energy, Bot-
tom: Green’s function up to fourth order vs. real frequency
ν. Data are for parameters U/t = 3, µ/t = −1.5, βt = 5
at k = (pi/8, pi). We set Γ/t = 0.05 in symbolic analytic
continuation process iνn → ν + iΓ.
values, 4th or 5th order results should produce trunca-
tion errors < 10%. Such behavior has been observed at
strong coupling from ΣDDMC,9,14 where the results of
the diverging series at higher order oscillate around the
result such that the sum of all higher order terms is only
a small contribution for weakly coupled cases though this
ceases to be the case for large values of U/t.
One should also note that to get reliable error bars for
higher order contributions, grouping the diagrams into
subclasses is essential. In our example, at sixth order
the average sign obtained by one-by-one sampling of the
diagrams in frequency space is |〈sign〉| < 0.002 making
this problem intractable for standard DiagMC methods.
However, by sampling within groups of diagrams, the av-
erage sign is improved to ≈ 0.11. While still a very small
average sign, this represents an enormous computational
savings.
We show another example away from half-filling in Fig-
ure 8 but now evaluated on the real frequency axis at
U/t = 3 for βt = 5 and µ/t = −1.5. Since this param-
eter choice is within the convergence criteria mentioned
in Figure 7, we therefore expect small truncation errors
and our results up to 4th order illustrate the utility and
rather high accuracy attainable with the method. For
completeness we show the real and imaginary parts of the
self-energy and each contribution from mth order (Om)
as well as the sum up to 4th order. At each order the re-
sult is evaluated by forming subclasses and evaluating all
diagrams of a subclass together. Of interest is the partial
cancellation between 3rd and 4th order contributions for
much of the frequency range. As a result, by comparing
the O2 result to the entire sum we note a wide range of
frequencies ν = −1→ 2.5 where both the real and imagi-
nary parts of the 2nd order diagram are nearly equivalent
to the sum up to 4th order. Also shown in the lower panel
are the real and imaginary parts of the Green’s function
resulting from the self-energy sum in the upper panels.
One notes a typical form of the Green’s function and can
identify at which frequency ReG changes sign which cor-
responds to the energy (k) − ReΣk. The form of the
Green’s function is essentially independent of Σ far away
from this boundary. Thus only self-energies near this
boundary, here from ν ≈ 0.5 → 2, need to be evaluated
to correctly represent the Green’s function.
Essential in obtaining these results is managing the
divergences of the AMI integrands that arise for evalua-
tion on the real frequency axis. While analytically these
divergences always have cancelling terms each individ-
ual term might cause numerical overflow that must be
managed. To do so, we use two regulators: an intrinsic
scattering rate Γ for the analytically continued frequency
iνn → ν + iΓ that provides a width to the imaginary
parts of the Green’s functions; and a thermal regulator
η which enters the bosonic distribution functions in the
E → 0 limit. The constraint on these regulators for nu-
merical correctness is that they be much smaller than the
dominant energy scale, Γ << ν and η << kBT . Operat-
ing outside this constraint will typically result in overly
smoothed results, or reduced numerical values. Our cal-
culations are performed with Γ/t = 0.05 and η = 10−5,
though somewhat larger values can be used to improve
statistical uncertainty without visible change to the re-
sult. In addition to these regulators, for some diagrams
there may exist terms in the AMI integrand that have no
external frequency in the denominator and only a linear
combination of energies. This results in a large number of
spurious poles inside the integration space of size mD for
D dimensions that are not regulated by Γ nor by η. One
needs only to avoid the direct evaluation of the integrand
at these poles to obtain correct results. To do so it is es-
sential that the momentum integrals not be performed
on a regular L × L grid. Doing so virtually guarantees
evaluation of the integrand directly on a pole. Instead,
sampling the space via MC methods by choosing ran-
dom points in the integration space makes it unlikely to
encounter these spurious poles. In addition, this extends
the calculation to be effectively continuous in momentum
space and provides results directly in the thermodynamic
limit.
In a recent work, Vucˇicˇevic´ and Ferrero43 have devised
an alternate method of diagram evaluation starting from
Eq. (1) but they first replace the product of bare Green’s
functions with a summation by employing a generaliza-
tion of a partial fractions decomposition. In that work
they allude to a number of obstacles that we do not seem
to encounter. We suspect that the process of breaking the
integrand into partial fractions produces many cancelling
terms resulting in an unnecessary inclusion of many re-
movable divergences. Avoiding this procedure as well
as avoiding the use of a regular L × L grid, as we have
done, has allowed us to use very small regulators such as
η/t = 1e−4 → 1e−8 in fermi/bose distribution functions
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Figure 9. Left : Imaginary part of the self-energy on the Mat-
subara axis at kAN = (pi, 0) for µ = 0, U/t = 3, and βt = 8.33.
Results from DMFT are shown as well as DCA data for 16
and 64-site clusters. Right : Spectral function A(kAN , ν) on
the real frequency axis. DCA results obtained via maximum
entropy inversion.16 AMI results assume Γ/t = 0.05 in sym-
bolic analytic continuation process iνn → ν + iΓ.
and Γ/t = 0.05 → 1e−4 without particular difficulty.
This means we can correctly perform the Γ → 0 limit
required for true analytic continuation.
Moving forward, we restrict our calculations to the
half-filled model where we make use of the full power of
the GIT methodology described in Sec. II D. We present
results truncated again at only 4th order. We need to
evaluate only N
(m)
r diagram groups from the last row
of Table II. This amounts to only evaluating five dia-
grams, which can be accomplished extremely quickly. We
also provide comparison to established numerical meth-
ods DCA and ΣDDMC.44,45
We show in the left-hand frame of Figure 9 imaginary
part of the self-energy vs. iνn Matsubara frequencies ob-
tained by the direct evaluation of the diagrams up to 4th
order using AMI at the antinodal point kAN = (pi, 0)
for U/t = 3 and βt = 8.33. The results are in per-
fect agreement with DCA after only a few frequencies,
(iνn > iν5). This is expected since a larger value of
iνn strongly suppresses high order contributions, reduc-
ing the truncation error sharply. Comparison to DCA at
low frequency shows that the 4th order truncated series
is surprisingly competitive with 16→64-site DCA.46,47 In
general we expect our truncation error to grow for de-
creasing iνn or decreasing temperature, and here the er-
ror bars only reflect statistical uncertainty and do not
represent truncation errors.
The power of AMI becomes apparent in the right-hand
frame of Figure 9 where we plot the real frequency spec-
tral function at the antinodal point. Recall that for AMI
the analytic continuation involves only a symbolic re-
placement of iνn → ν + iΓ for some sufficiently small
value of Γ. The resulting AMI spectral density is shown
in red circles. For comparison we perform the numer-
ical analytic continuation16 for the DCA Green’s func-
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Figure 10. Real and imaginary parts of the self-energy at
iν0 through high-symmetry cuts in kx − ky plane for µ = 0,
U/t = 4, and βt = 2. Upper/lower blue squares are the
real/imaginary ΣDDMC results from Refs. 14 and 44.
tions at the antinodal point. Surprisingly we see that
the DCA result after numerical analytic continuation has
the same broadening as determined by AMI directly on
the real-frequency axis. One notes a slight asymmetry
in the AMI result, evaluated at µ = 0. This is due to
a small value of ReΣ(kF , 0) 6= 0. This truncated expan-
sion is not particle-conserving and therefore this repre-
sents a density very close to, but not equal to half-filling.
Further, the AMI result near ν → 0 may be underesti-
mated due to the energy and thermal regulators. One
would need to maintain that Γ << ν and further that
Γ << ImΣ(ν → 0) in order to guarantee correctness.
These considerations have not been addressed for this
simplistic example.
As a further benchmark, we compare to high order
ΣDDMC results at half-filling.44 In Figure 10 we show
the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy at the first
Matsubara frequency for high-symmetry cuts through
the Brillouin zone. For discussion purposes we plot both
the individual 2nd and 4th order AMI results as well
as their sums. We see that the 2nd order contribution
to the imaginary part of the self-energy (orange circles)
is much larger than the 4th order contributions (purple
crosses). This is not the case for the real part of the
self-energy where the 2nd and 4th order contributions
are nearly equal suggesting that the convergent behavior
of the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients need
not be the same. In both cases the sum of these results
are surprisingly similar to the numerically exact ΣDDMC
results and both the real and imaginary parts have the
correct qualitative momentum dependence. Visually it
appears that the real-part is a better approximation. If
we scrutinize the results at the Γ point where the real
part has values (−0.179±0.002) and (−0.188±0.004) for
AMI and ΣDDMC respectively we find a ≈ 5% discrep-
ancy. Repeating this for the imaginary part with values
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(−0.511 ± 0.002) and (−0.537 ± 0.004) we find again a
≈ 5% discrepancy, therefore the visual distinction is only
a matter of scale, and we see that the relative trunca-
tion error is in practice much less than our numerical
estimate. In each case, it must be true that the sum of
terms of order m ≥ 6 results only in these small differ-
ences. The results are not generally expected to be this
accurate for all parameter choices and indeed at lower
temperatures we find that the deviation increases. This
behavior has also been observed in order-by-order expan-
sions from diagrammatic treatment of the dual Fermion
method.29,44
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a general framework to evaluate
Feynman diagrammatic expansions that can be applied
to virtually any expansion with any interaction. Specifi-
cally, our method is applicable to any diagrammatic ex-
pansion composed of the bare Green’s functions with any
frequency-independent two-body interaction.
Important features of our method can be summarized
as follows. The Matsubara sums are performed analyt-
ically using AMI. This allows for the symbolic analytic
continuation iνn → ν + i0+ without any ill-defined nu-
merical procedure. The full symbolic result of AMI in
principle enables us to exactly (up to machine precision)
evaluate Matsubara sums of each diagram in the expan-
sion at any temperature even at T = 0 limit, which is not
accessible in DiagMC methods. We also determine the
pole structure of the integrand of the diagrams, which
enables us to divide the diagrams into groups which con-
tain nearly cancelling pairs. We therefore sample pairs
of nearly cancelling diagrams as a whole in Monte Carlo
integration instead of sampling the diagrams one-by-one,
which leads to a substantial suppression to the sign prob-
lem. Further, in the special case when there is particle-
hole symmetry the cancellations are exact, while other
diagrams within each group are exactly equal. Moreover,
despite the factorially growing cost, the AMI result and
diagram groups can be easily stored, i.e., one needs to
solve the problem up to momenta integrations only once.
As proof of concept we presented the application of
this method to the self-energy expansion of the Hubbard
model on a 2D square lattice with nearest neighbor tight-
binding dispersion at and away from half-filling. The re-
sulting diagram groups are provided in the Supplemental
Material up to 6th order and these groups are also valid
for 1D or 3D systems as well as valid for the imaginary
time representation. As evidence of utility we provided
as well numerical comparison of the low order expansion
to other numerical methods and found excellent results
when within the convergent range of the series.
While the procedure is a major advancement in eval-
uating diagrammatics on the real frequency axis it does
not address the factorially growing diagram space, which
remains time consuming to evaluate. Further, it does not
address the fundamental sign problem inherent in the an-
alytic AMI results and in many cases the average sign
remains small after AMI and is not generally improved
by grouping diagrams. Finally, while AMI allows for the
evaluation of any Feynman diagram at any temperature
it seems that reduced temperature causes the expansion
to favor higher order terms.
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